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2018 AGM
The provisional date for the 2018 AGM is 23rd September. The proposed venue is
Fort Cumberland subject to the agreement of English Heritage. An alternative
venue is Priddy’s Hard.
The AGM will be followed by talks and tour [if at Fort Cumberland]. A call for
papers will be posted on the OS website when details have been finalised and
announced.
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From the Editor – Graham Whittington
Thanks to everyone who sent in articles, photos, comments and queries for this
edition of the newsletter and for inclusion in future editions. Please keep them
coming. The next edition will be published in October 2018 – copy needed by 31th
August please. Please send copy, electronically if possible as a WORD document,
to graham.whittington@hotmail.co.uk – contact me for my address if you need to
send your copy in paper form. The contributor should ensure that any copyrighted
material has permission for use and that the original owner is attributed.
Visit to the Weald Foundation
The Foundation was established to
preserve, restore and maintain historic
military vehicles but the collection also
contains some interesting weaponry
including an excellent PAK 40 from
Finland and a German Nebelwerfer.
Thanks to Neil Grant for organising this
very interesting visit and to the
Foundation
for
their
excellent
hospitality.
The Foundation is not
usually open to the public, except to
members, so it was a privilege to be able to view the collection and find out more
about the work being carried out. Please see the below link for details of how to
join or support this worthwhile organisation.
https://www.wealdfoundation.org/
_________________________________________________________________________________
From Rob Morgan
A Falchion is Not a Gun
Geoff Smith's response to my question on the two-barrelled replica gun merits a
response to his on the falchion. Well, there is one around that I know of - the de
Conyers falchion which is kept in Durham Cathedral's treasury, said to have been
used in medieval times to kill the ferocious 'Sockburn Worm' by John de Conyers. It
played a role in the consecration ceremonies of the Bishops of Durham until the
1700's. The falchion is described as three feet in length, weighing a little under three
pounds, and said to be similar to one extant in Hamburg. The Royal Armouries and
the Tower probably have a couple tucked away.
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Re Unidentified Artillery in Les Invalides Courtyard
From Dale Clarke
Reference the query in NL 121 concerning the
mysterious piece of ordnance in the Les
Invalides courtyard in the April 2018
newsletter - this rang a bell, as I have seen a
very similar image from the Channel Islands.
I believe that one of the few surviving pieces
of the 'German Jetty', broadly a German
'Mulberry' built for Op SEALION, and which
ended its days as a jetty on Alderney (I think),
was a very large ram, moved around on a
trolley.
Needless to say I don't have any reference to hand where I am at the moment
(Land Warfare Centre, Warminster), but I would hazard that your object is one of
these.
Incidentally, thanks for all the great books, articles and so forth over the years - an
endless source of inspiration and reference, particularly when I was working on my
'Arming the Home Guard' PhD and subsequent book Britain's Final Defence. You'll
note I'm determinedly avoiding the current Newsletter discussion about the Blacker
Bombard, as my views on sub-artillery are that it was anything but a joke - and yes
the Bombard was used by the regular army, in the Western Desert - but the warring
factions can read my book or download the thesis!

From Ian McKenzie
Looking at Terry Ganders picture from Les Invalides (NL121) I did wondered if it
might be some form of pneumatic gun with all its flanges and
protuberances. These saw a brief revival during WWI, including for mountain
warfare where possibly the gunners were trying to avoid loud bangs that might
bring an avalanche on their heads! There were some articles by John Day
about such 'Dynamite guns' in previous issues of the Newsletter. Whilst I've not seen
anything that exactly matches Terry's gun there appears to be some similarity with
Rapieff designed guns.
An interesting survey of this type of weapon can be found at:http://www.douglas-self.com/MUSEUM/COMMS/pneuguns/pneuguns.htm
(Accessed 01/06/2018)
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From Peter Mcallister
Imperial Japanese Cyanide Grenades (Part 1)
Here at the Ordnance Society we deal not just in the more common of weapon
types, but also in the weird, wonderful and in this case rather odious type of
weapon. It is an oddity of the human psyche that the thought of our fellow man
being disembowelled by shrapnel horrific as it is, does not quite affect us in the was
that say, death by gas does. Of course this short article is not about the human
condition but rather it is about the glass, cyanide filled ‘grenades’ used by the
Imperial Japanese Army (IJA) in the second world war.
It should first be noted that Japan had a long association with non-explosive filled
ordnance, if that term can be used. For instance both Ming China and the
Japanese nation around the same time had ‘grenades’ filled with angry bees! It is
also likely that Korean and Song Chinese refugees from the Mongolian advance
told their new hosts of the underground use of poison gasses against the Mongols in
siege warfare1.
Far closer to our day is the Japanese observation of the use of various gasses from
the First World War. After that war Japan began to re-forge her armed forces. It
seems to have taken a little time to get a chemical program off the ground but
when it did it was a large program.
By 1937, Lewesite, which is an especially effective form of mustard gas, could be
produced at over a ton per day. An army chemical school was set up near Tokyo
at Narashino amidst a 40 acre well supplied area for testing new weaponry2. The
commander was Major General Yamazaki, the students themselves were carefully
chosen for the eleven month course. In all almost 3,500 officers passed successfully
within twelve years. Japan now had a usable chemical warfare arm 3.
Before we take a look at the weapon itself, let us at least swiftly look at what was
contained within the glass sphere. Cyanide*, is without any doubt one of the
world’s best known poisons, beloved of writers of both fact and fiction. However its
swift lethality can be exaggerated, it being possible to only suffer very mild
discomfort dependent upon dosage. Hydrogen Cyanide has a melting point of -15
degree centigrade and a boiling point of + 26 degree centigrade, Hydro Cyanide
itself mixes well with water and can penetrate both cell and skin tissue on contact,
HY-CY binds to Cytochrome Oxidase and death results through a lack of oxygen,
the skin often turns a reddish palour4. On the face of it a Cyanide filled grenade
appears to be an excellent weapon. Especially for combat in any built up areas or
against mediocre armoured vehicles or pillboxes.
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It is hard to be sure just when the idea of a Cyanide filled grenade was seriously
mooted. It should be noted that there was nothing new about the usage of glass
‘grenades’ filled with toxic and or other substances in 20th century warfare. The
trench warfare on the Western Front in WW1 produced several examples.
To take a look at just one such case we need look no further than the British army
on the Western Front. In 1914 Britain was at first opposed to gas/chemical warfare5.
Needless to say necessity swiftly overcame this however and even before the end
of 1914 glass bulbs were being filled with initially non-lethal (irritant) substances and
were sent to the front6. The U.S Army even worked on a tear gas projector that shot
glass ‘grenades’ during the mid-war years7. In short the idea of creating a glass gas
grenade was already in place.
Now
for
a
description
of
the
weapon
itself - The IJA,
like all modern
armies in WW2
developed
various types of
smoke
grenades, one
of the Japanese
types was the
glass
frangible
smoke grenade
which was to be used to blind pillboxes and suchlike. These were flat bottomed
glass spheres of various types8. The glass frangible Cyanide ‘grenade’ came out of
this project in some ways as it was almost the same in construction as the glass
hand thrown smoke grenade. There were two main types, seemingly filled with
385cc of Hydrocyanic acid with a copper stabilizer agent 9. The other type seems to
have been stabilised with Arsenic trichloride. Both types seem to have been mostly
packed in a five and a half inch high container which was lined by a sawdust
packing which was itself impregnated with a neutralizing agent, the container had
a carrying strap and also had the brown strip10 denoting the type of chemical on
the outside of its khaki container which was either sheet metal (copper agent) or
cardboard (arsenic agent)11.12. The nearly spherical ‘grenade’ had a diameter of
around three and a half inches13. These glass containers were identical in almost
every regard to the frangible smoke grenade which was 90mm high, flat bottomed
and 70mm in diameter14. All types had crown caps and a cork stopper. General
weight of both types was around 1.2 pounds.
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The Japanese seem to have had a number of official and semi-official names for
this weapon. At the 1939 Nomonhan incident it became clear that soviet tanks,
namely the BT class were superior to anything the IJA had, some IJA soldiers literally
attacked these tanks with bayonets. This in part led to parts of Allied intelligence
calling them T.B grenades, this is incorrect. T.B is actually read as B.T or Bi-Chi. IJA
soldiers reversed the letters in slang to be Chi-bi, thus reversing the power of the BT
tank15. As to how much official weight was really given to this name is fairly
unknown (at least to the English speaker). Soldiers always have slang terms for their
weapons and it is likely given a lack of information some Allied intelligence agents
wrongly thought too much of the term, although Bi-chi term seems to have at least
some IJA official backing.
Besides we have far more certain IJA terms for the Cyanide ‘grenade’. Among the
more certain official names are the ‘Chabin’, theTE-10 glass grenade16 and the
‘Frangible HCN grenade’ and the common IJA Type designation in this case
termed the Type 1/model 1 (Seisan shurudan), allied official names (far more official
than the aforementioned name of T.B grenades) settled on 172 B-K for the arsenic
stabilized type and 172 C-K for the copper stabilized type17.
IJA manufacture and issue of this weapon is oddly paradoxical. On the one hand
they, by the war’s end, had produced at the least, an astonishing 188,000 units 18.
Furthermore they seem to have been fairly widely issued. We should be aware
however that as the cyanide filled frangible grenade was nearly identical to the
smoke type frangible grenade misidentification could easily take place, the copper
stabilized type contents were seemingly yellowish when stable and the arsenic type
a greenish colour when stable too. Nonetheless we can identify a number of areas
where they were deployed but, thankfully, unused.
In recent years solid proof of the cyanide grenade on the island of Okinawa has
been found. In 1998 a sealed and unbroken frangible cyanide grenade was found
by one Mr Kuniyoshi on the island. Professor Nishikubo examined the item and
confirmed that it was a glass cyanide grenade of the copper stabilized type 19. And
Professor Keiichi Tsuneisha, who is an expert in this area confirmed it was is style a
“chabin” grenade19. On the matter of the U.S Marines fighting the IJA a captured
training document from Saipan clearly showed a frangible glass cyanide grenade
being used upon a Soviet BT class tank20.
Another report describes how some Australian soldiers found some thin walled glass
spheres packed inside a cardboard box. Seemingly of an unidentified larger type
these were taken for scientific research purposes. The below quote is from the
University of Melbourne.21
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“Another emergency against which the laboratory prepared was the possible use
by the Japanese of hydrogen cyanide. Several small, carefully packed glass
containers filled with liquid hydrogen cyanide under pressure were found in a box
washed up on the beach at Kota Bharu where a Japanese landing had been
attempted”
It is clear that given the numbers produced and the fact that the IJA training
manuals clearly show them being used in combat (albeit on a Soviet BT class tank)
combined with what seems to have been there widespread deployment that Allied
soldiers should have frequently suffered from these chemical weapons at least in a
anti-tank role. But in actual fact they did not.
The reasons for this seem to be varied. Clearly there is the very real danger of
massive retaliation, and however fanatical the IJA could be they would still bear this
in mind. Second is that while the IJA as an entity suffered from a phenomenal
known as gekokujo22, or rule from below which is mid-level ranks making high level
decisions this does not seem to have stretched too much into the actual usage of
chemical weapons outside of China even then (despite its common use) when gas
was used by the IJA at places like Taierzhuang its usage seems to have been as a
last resort23. Furthermore even at divisional level, which was the level of rank often
influenced by gekokujo there was a permanent judicial section of several officers
who may have discouraged use of gas warfare24 and just to make sure no foolish
lower level officer did attempt to deploy poison gas against the West, stocks in
advance depots were recalled in early 194425.
However this does not entirely explain why this basic to use, simply being a thrown
glass sphere and potentially effective anti-tank weapon, was only used on a very
few occasions despite being fairly widely available with many being captured at
Guadalcanal, Burma and the Chindwin river26.
Firstly once again there is the issue of responsibility and retaliation. Secondly is the
protective equipment for the IJA soldier in this matter. The most common IJA gas
mask was the Type99, while it was more comfortable than most such masks they
were less effective than say, the standard U.S mask.
The standard IJA mask, even taking into consideration any flaws would not
necessarily protect against cyanide exposure anyway, as like other such substances
cyanide could penetrate through the skin. The IJA did have a number of anti-gas
suits, but the most effective of which, the ‘heavy’ type was not standard issue by
any means27. The other types including the type U.S forces termed ‘cellophane’
28were more common but less effective and many IJA soldiers in the front lines quite
simply, for various reasons, did not have this type either.
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A last reason for the creation and the paradoxical lack of use of the frangible
cyanide grenade is far more technical. Cyanide, despite its devastating effect on
the human body is just not that effective or uncomplicated as a battlefield
weapon. Firstly cyanide can decompose if placed inside explosive munitions such
as gas shells29, on top of which cyanide burns reducing any gas released on
contact with explosives such as would happen during a mixed bombardment. This
explains why a low tech method of use is needed such as a ‘cold’ grenade like a
non-explosive glass sphere30. It should also be noted that the U.S experimented with
glass cyanide grenades themselves but abandoned them at far too dangerous to
the user31! This very real danger to the user could be yet another reason why IJA
troops were hesitant about using them on the battle field. Contrary to popular
belief not all Japanese soldiers were eager to die.
Nevertheless there are a few reliable claims of the cyanide grenade being used on
Western troops. In the second part of this article these incidents shall be looked intofocusing on a remarkable two day battle that involved Thai soldiers in Japanese
service using the cyanide grenade against British armour in Burma and on the next
day a British NCO saved his tank despite his crewmen collapsing around him due to
the gas. For this he was awarded the Military Medal. This event was very confused,
with some reports claiming that on the first day a British tank was captured. This shall
be looked at in detail in part two so the effect of the cyanide ‘grenade’ in an
actual conflict situation can be better understood.
References:
1. Turnbull.S (2002) Siege weapons of the far East Volume 2, pg47, Osprey publishing
2. Paxman,J (1982)A higher form of killing, pg49, Arrow books
3. Paxman,J (1982) pg50
4. Tu,A(2018) Chemical and biological weapons and terrorism,1.3.3.2,CRC press
5. Lee,J(2009) The gas attacks Ypres 1915. Pen and sword, pg 5
6. Palazzo(2000) Seeking victory on the Western Front. University of Nebraska Press, pg44
7. Popular Mechanics (January 1935 issue) pg17
8. U.S War Dept(1944/1991reprint) Handbook on Japanese military forces. Greenhill, pg214
9. Ness,L(2015)Rikugun Volume 2. Helion & Company, pg296
10. Plunkett,G(2007)Chemical warfare in Australia. Shannon books, pg650
11. U.S war department(1944/91) pg214
12. Plunkett,G (2007) pg651
13. U.S war department(1944/91) pg214
14. Lee,J(2015) pgs291/295/296
15. Rottman,G(2013) The big book of gun trivia, Osprey publishing, pg152
16. Editor.Hall,A(2015)Toxicology of cyanides and cyanogens. Willey Blackwell pub, pg198
17. Rottman,G(2013 ) pg152
18. Ness,L(2015) pg294
19. The Okinawa Times, October 3rd, 1998
20. Zaloga,S(2012)U.S Marine Corp tanks of world war two. Osprey publishing, pg23
21. Crone,H (1992)Banning chemical weapons. Cambridge University press,pg48
22. Coox,A(1985/1990ed) Nomonhan, Japan against Russia 1939. Stanford University press pg19
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23. Olsen,L(2012) Taierzhuang 1938-Stalingrad 1942. Clear mind publishing, pg263
24. .S war department(1944/1990 ed), pg27
25. Ness,L (2015) pg289
26. Brophy,L (1959) The chemical warfare service. Office of the Chief of Military History D.C. pg58
27. Hewitt,M(2014 revised ed) Uniforms and equipment of the Imperial Japanese Army in World War
Two. Schiffer publishing, pg237
28. Hewitt,M(2014) pg237
29. Brophy,L(1959 )pg56
30. Brophy,L(1959) pg57
31. Brophy,L(1959) pg5

_________________________________________________________________________________
Visits Open to Ordnance Society Members 2018
It is ESSENTIAL to book for all of these visits by contacting Neil Grant at : –
neilgrant2@yahoo.co.uk
Check OS website for full details and changes to dates,
etc.
Winchester Military Museums
22 July, £5

Tank Driving Day
22nd Sept £175

Prehistoric flint tool making
August TBA, £80

TOAD (The Oxford Artisan Distillery)
14 October, £20

Vulcan Bomber Experience
25th August, £25

Victorian Valhalla – Kensal Green
Cemetery
28 October, £5

Axe Throwing
26 August, £20
VIP Spitfire & Hurricane Experience
Aug TBA, £70
Stonehenge Stone Circle Access
1 September, £15

Kew Bridge Steam Museum
18 November, £12.50
Escape Room Oxford
25 November, £15

From Rob Morgan
Friday Insights
The National Army Museum runs a regular series of lunchtime
on military topics on Fridays at their Chelsea HQ - www.nam.ac.uk

talks

On Friday 24th August at 11.30 am, Andrew Breer gives a talk on THE DEVELOPMENT
OF BRITISH ARTILLERY ON THE WESTERN FRONT. There's a second Insight which may
also be of interest on Friday August 3rd at the same hour. In this Tim Newark talks
about THE EVOLUTION OF MILITARY CAMOUFLAGE.
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From Mike Cooper
The Guns of the Eastbourne Redoubt
Eastbourne Redoubt was one of three circular brick forts built from 1804-1810 to
counter a possible French invasion. The others are at Harwich and Dymchurch.
In effect a combination of defensible barracks and super-Martello Tower, the
Redoubt is on the seafront at Eastbourne, and is open as a museum.
It’s hard to see it in context today, as only one of the seven Martello Towers it was
built to support has survived coastal erosion, but in c.1810 its guns would have
crossed fire with at least three-four towers, and the garrison – up to 350 men - would
have included troops for local reinforcement.

Interior of Eastbourne Redoubt, May 2018

As built, it had provision for eleven 24 pounder smooth bores, firing from behind
embrasures on an open gun platform. Only ten were mounted.
The Redoubt was rearmed at least three times in its active career.
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First, in about 1820-30 the 24pdrs were replaced with 32pdrs.

32pdr Smooth Bore on replica mounting

Second, by c.1863 it had received
3 x 110pdr/7inch Rifled Breech Loaders
2 x 68pdr Rifled Muzzle Loaders
4 x 8inch Smooth Bores
(There were also 10 other guns, presumably the earlier 32pdrs, and the Redoubt was
the base for a field battery of 18pdr smooth bores)
Finally, by 1887 the Redoubt had
7 x 64lb Rifled Muzzle Loaders
3 x 68lb Smooth Bores
In 1876 guns mounted on its glacis were used to test new concrete defences and a
now obsolete Martello against new ordnance, and in WW2 the firing platforms were
used to mount light AA guns as part of defence against the V1 threat.
None of the original guns remain. Signage in the Redoubt states that the last
survivors were scrapped in WW2. What is there at present came as gifts from
Portsmouth. Three guns are mounted: what appears to be a Dundas 32pdr from
12

1841 on a wooden traversing slide, and two carronades, apparently 24pdrs,
mounted on a wrought iron standing carriage and a wooden standing carriage.

Carronade on wrought iron standing carriage

Carronade on replica wooden standing carriage
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Other carronades are displayed in the embrasures, at times concreted in. There
are two dismounted long guns on display, what appears to be another 32pdr and a
very corroded and unidentified gun on the parade ground. Some of the interior is
open and houses displays about life in the Victorian Redoubt, including a
description of the magazines and a model of the Redoubt in c. 1815. Passing out of
War Department hands in 1926, the Eastbourne Redoubt used to house a major
collection of Sussex militaria, but problems with damp have led to its removal.
Indeed, as a visit this May showed, water and damp are serious problems and the
Redoubt, now run by HeritageEastbourne, is trying to raise £4-6 million to enable the
fabric to be stabilised and the site developed as an attraction.
References:
www.heritageeastbourne.co.uk
Butler, Chris. East Sussex under attack: Anti-invasion sites 1599-1990. Tempus, 2007
Milton, Rosemary and Callaghan, Richard. The Redoubt fortress and Martello Towers
of Eastbourne, 1804-2004. Eastbourne Local History Society, 2004
_________________________________________________________________________________
From Alastair Fyfe
From the Parks Canada web site (www.parkscanadahistory.com), there is a 596
page download of a revised version (1988) of their Microfiche Report Series No.269,
1987. British Smooth-Bore Artillery: A technological study to support identification,
acquisition, restoration, reproduction, and interpretation of artillery at National
Historic Parks in Canada by D McConnell. It is described as being “a manual for the
reconstruction of pieces of artillery, their carriages and platforms and, as well, to be
a source for interpretation of the technology in use at British forts. The study covers
the production of ordnance, the history of the development and design of various
pieces (guns, mortars, howitzers, carronades), their carriages and platforms, and
the development of gunpowder [sic], cartridges, fuzes, and projectiles.”
It includes an inventory of original pieces of smooth-bore ordnance at Environment
Canada’s National Historic Parks and Sites (Appendix FFFF, pp525-528).
Unfortunately the numerous pictures and plans have not all been well scanned.
From the Academia web site (www.academia.edu):
A 16th Century Bronze Falconet From A Venetian Alberghetti’s Manufacture
Recently Found In The Port Of Genoa by RG Ridella - This describes a bronze piece
of artillery recovered from the waters of the port of Genoa in very good condition. It
is an absolute twin of another cannon found in the same area in 1907 now on
display in a museum in Genoa. By comparison with rather similar surviving pieces,
preserved in military museums, an attribution of this falconet to the workshop of
Sigismondo II Alberghetti (Venice c. 1550-1610) is suggested.
14

From Rob Morgan
WWII Flame Barrage
It was John Jervis, Lord St. Vincent who said of Bonaparte's rabble, 'I do not say they
cannot come, I only say they cannot come by sea.' and this is another of those
intriguing weapons devised to prevent, in this case, a German invasion. The May
2017 issue 'The Mariner's Mirror' (Vol 103:2) contains a short item by R.G.Hart (pp.217219) on the fifty miles of flame barrage intended to be installed along the South
Coast of England to oppose 'Operation Sea Lion' early in the war. In fact the actual
length of flame barrage defences turned out to be only ten miles or so at key
invasion threatened points, but Hart provides a decent, readable account of the
research and development of this amazing weapon.
The fuel was supplied by two large tankers on land through underwater pipes, a
range of fuels were used, petrol, diesel and heavy viscous oil, and it seems from
detailed test results that a ' ....boat stopping .....continuous bank of flame and
smoke folly thirty yards in width ' could be controlled and adjusted for thirty minutes
consuming only four tons of fuel! The weapon was ignited incidentally by Admiralty
pattern flare canisters, remotely operated.
The results varied, according to wind and weather, but a fair assumption of the
quality of attack craft available in the first two or three years of war, would be that
any invasion would have to be carried out in decent weather. Part of the flame
installation, almost all of which was underwater scaffolding, suffered damage in
late 1940 during a storm (shades of 'Mulberry Harbour'?) and though the usual
reason for no invasion taking place (the Royal Navy of course, ably assisted by the
RAF) prevailed, a bizarre cohort of legend grew up around the Flame Barrage. The
writer provides four titles which deal with this device, and there seemed to be
potential for a larger weapon system.
A second 'what if, deals with the capture of Singapore in 1942. Yamashita
commanding the Imperial XXVth Army bombed and shelled the huge oil storage
tanks on the island, because the Germans had told him that the British could create
a burning sea, and he feared the loss of his attack force, in their boats crossing the
Straits!
A flame barrage demonstration on the sea
at Studland Bay, Dorset
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From Douglas McElvogue – Book Review
The British Civil Wars at Sea, 1638-1653
Blakemore R.J., and Murphy E. 2018 the Boydell Press, Woodbridge
Since it was first advertised,
this was a long anticipated
book. There are plenty of
studies of the British Civil
Wars, but few and far
between of its maritime
component, and those that
there are, are now dated.
To have two well-known and
respected
historians
produce a new and up to
date book on the subject is
a
welcomed
initiative.
Considering this period is
recognised as the epoch
between the old naval
world of line abreast and
general melee fighting and
the new world of line
ahead,
where
naval
gunnery dominated tactics
and strategy, the ordnance
buff
would
hope
for
coverage
of
the
significance of ordnance to
the subject matter of the
title. Unfortunately this is not
the case, ordnance takes a
back seat in this book. Its development and significance is recognised by the
authors (pages 21-24), but is not explored in depth. That said, for those who wish a
single volume to introduce this significant period and subject there is no better
volume to purchase.
The book covers the period 1638 to 1653, is well presented, heavy on the text as
expected for an academic book, with three useful maps which expand out from
the British Isles to northern Europe and eastern Mediterranean, then the Atlantic
colonies. There are also 6 illustrations; 3 sea battles, two portraits and a Van de
Velde ship portrait. Plate two, titled Salomon Savery, after Abraham der Verwer, The
16

Battle of Scheveningen, is actually Van de Veldes Battle of Terheide 1657, a minor
indiscretion in a book of this calibre. A single table showing the “pressing by
parliament between 1642 and 1646” also accompanies the text. There are also two
appendixes, a very useful timeline and a comparison of fleet lists.
The introduction describes two battles at either end of the period, the battle of the
Downs and Scheveningen. They act to nicely frame and illustrate the authors
premise, that “…the fourteen years between the battles of the Downs (1639) and
Scheveningen (1653) witnessed a transformation in British naval activity” (page 7).
The rest of the book adds substantial meat to the bones of this statement. To do so
chapter 1 introduces the reader to the nature of warfare at sea during the early
modern periods, describing such things as prize law, piracy and politics alongside
tactical and technical developments. Broad sweeping background themes such as
maritime sovereignty and the expansion of state navies are also dealt with. Then
the authors plunge in their narrative account of maritime events from 1638 onwards.
Chapter 2 highlights the maritime aspects surrounding the outbreak of hostilities
between Parliament and the King in Scotland, Ireland and England. The first civil
war (1642-46) takes up chapter 3, whilst interwar politics, the second civil war (164849), the Parliamentary mutiny of 1648 and the final execution of the King and
abolition of the Monarchy are in chapter 6. Chapters 4 and 5 serve to explore and
develop themes such as; strategic aims, organisation, auxiliary forces and key
personnel alongside an in-depth comparative study of the different forces. Finally
chapter 7 rounds the study off by looking at the Royalist fleet after 1649 and the
Commonwealths conquest of Ireland.
Whilst not a detailed study of ordnance, its development or impact on naval tactics
and strategy at this time, this book is a welcome addition to the book shelf of
anyone with more than a cursory interests of the civil wars or naval history. For the
ordnance buff it is also a mine of well referenced research, both primary and
secondary.
The authors should be congratulated for producing such a wonderful overview
which has accomplish their aim of allowing the British Civil was at Sea to be
introduced to a wider audience.
At £65 though, it might be prohibitive for the general reader. However, the publisher
is offering Ordnance Society Members a discount. Save 30% by ordering online at
https://boybrew.co/2H5TnY1 and enter code BB130 to pay £45.50 plus postage.
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From Sjef Pijls
Natural Saltpeter in China
Everybody knows that saltpeter originally came from China, and later from India,
but until now nobody has been able to tell me where it was found and in which
amounts. I contacted a number of suppliers in China, but either their English is
insufficient or the cultural differences are to big, so the only answer I got was an
offer to buy twenty tons. Then I had the idea to ask the embassy in China for help.
From the Officer for Science and Technology, Maurits van Dijk, I got a preliminary
answer. The question is forwarded to a Chinese professor, who promised to come
with a more elaborate answer, which I haven't received yet.
The preliminary answer is however interesting enough, so I will make it available for
other members too.
Sodium nitrate is
found only in the
eastern part of the
province Xinjiang,
the Taklan Makan
desert.
Potassium
nitrate is found in
the
provinces
Yunnan, Guizhou, in
the southern part of
Shaanxi and in the
south eastern part
of Gansu.

He thinks that the first salpetre used was potassium nitrate and I tend to agree with
him. Discoveries and inventions do not occur in remote, hardly populated areas but
in places where many people live together and can exchange ideas.
Nowadays all saltpeter is made by the Haber-Bosch process.
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The pattern that develops in my mind is that sodium nitrate is formed from the
excrements of birds, which is mainly urine acid. Normally it is washed away by the
rain; only in very dry environments it will form substantial amounts. So you fill find it
only in a cool/cold desert climate, like the Atacana desert in Chile or the Taklan
Makan desert in China.
Potassium nitrate is formed in a warm/hot humid climate from the excrements of
mamals, for an important part ureum. This also will normally be washed away by the
rain, so you can find it only in caves and other protected places.
I hope I will get the more elaborate answer soon and keep you informed. I also
forwarded this question to a collegue in the Indian Navy. He would also try to find
out more. But there must be more members with contacts in India, so it might be
worthwhile to ask them too.
_________________________________________________________________________________
From Rob Morgan – Book Review
International Symposium on Boat and Ship Archaeology 14
National Maritime Museum Gdansk. ISBN 978-83-64150-24-1
The collected papers (43 in all) of this world wide conference, held in Gdansk in
2015 have now been published in English in a 300+ page, and magnificently
illustrated A4 volume.
A copy has come to me from the Director at Gdansk, Dr. Jerzy Litwin. Though
copies are likely to be found only in maritime and museum libraries in Britain, the
collection has a substantial amount of information which should be brought to the
attention of the naval warfare enthusiast. The purely archaeological research
method, technique and other 'in-house' papers aside, one specific contribution is of
tremendous value to members of the Ordnance Society.
Chapter 30 provides a very readable report by Fred Hocker on the effects of 17th
century naval ordnance on ship's structures (pp 221-229). This is an account of a
series of live firing trials using a replica of one of the Vasa's 24pdr guns, undertaken
in 2014. Hocker says that this was part of a larger research programme on
ordnance and naval warfare in the Vasa period. It's a short and useful piece on the
research design, the firing procedures used, and the test results. All of which will
interest most ordnance enthusiasts. There are some excellent photographs and
colour plates too. Fred Hocker ends with some interesting comments on the nature
of the bronze gun and its role in war at sea in the 1620's, which I found remarkably
useful. One you'll probably have to search for, but worth it!
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From Tom Copenhaver Captain, JAGC, USN (ret.)
More on the 100 Ton Gun
I was fortunate to have been able to visit the gun on Gibraltar when I was stationed
nearby in Spain. It is an amazing piece or ordnance and we are fortunate that two
have survived the years and been so well preserved today. It was these visits that
inspired a project over the last two years to produce a 1:17 scale blackpowder
firing model of the “Rockbuster.”
This picture is the gun firing one of its early salute rounds:

The detailed photos on your website proved particularly helpful to the gentleman
who made the carriage and chassis. The tube/barrel was made from solid steel
round and drilled to slightly over one inch in diameter and the reinforcing bands
were machined and heat shrunk over the barrel by the Seacoast Artillery Company
of Colorado. It was then completed in Pennsylvania by another talented cannon
fabricator at the Blackpowder Mortar and Cannon Website.
The build was documented in an online forum and I recently collected all the
photos and commentary and pasted them into a word document. If you are
interested looking it over, I would be happy to forward it onto you. It may be of
interest to some of your membership.
Three of the guns were made and all three will hopefully be together in late March
for the Victorian Era Model Cannon shoot. We hope to get a lot of photos and I will
send along a couple. A couple more photos of the model.
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From Rob Morgan
Big Guns - New Threat?
The headline of 'The Times ' article published at Easter comes as no surprise, it
caught my eye as I'm presently writing a note about a visit to Pendennis Castle in
the Summer of 2017, and lo and behold, the 'Thunderer' prominently shows one of
Pendennis' guns! By the time I saw the piece (published on Thursday 29th March) no
doubt the Ordnance Society will have become well aware of the English Heritage
project described. Presumably 'EH' publishes or maintains a list of the 400 guns in its
possession or care? Perhaps a list of those in the greatest danger also exists, the
guns the note describes as 'deemed to be most at risk', following a survey of them?
Hopefully we as a Society are involved in some supportive way, but of course the
dreadful state of so many pieces of ordnance across the British Isles and far beyond
is a growing problem, especially at coastal locations. The cost to EH will be
substantial. The two, English, 'Michelettes ' inside the gateway of Normandy's Mont
St.Michel always come to my mind when the state of guns is discussed, but then I'm
a medievalist at heart.

Here are two photos from my day trip to Pendennis in 2017, but I wondered, 'The
Times ' note mentions two guns salvaged from HMS Royal George lost at Spithead in
1782 as being at Etal Castle in Northumberland, a long way from Spithead. How did
they get there?
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THE ORDNANCE SOCIETY – MINUTES OF THE BOARD MEETING SUNDAY 17 JUNE 2018
Held at Fort Cumberland, Eastney, Portsmouth PO4 9LD at 11:00 am
By kind permission of Historic England
1.

Present:

TP PK GW GS IM NH
Apologies for absence: Neil Grant; Bryan Martin; Andrew Tsavaras.
2.

Minutes of the meeting held at Fort Cumberland on Sunday November 2018:

Accepted.
3.

Matters arising: None.

4.

Chairman’s Report:

TP raised various items for discussion.
It was agreed to fix dates of meetings in advance. Detail at 14 below.
Given the geographical spread of OSB members ‘remote’ meetings were
discussed.
It was agreed to pursue this.
GW and PK to suggest video/phone conferencing, by end of June.
TP had received queries regarding non-appearance of our Journal: TP has asked AT
to reply. Steve Walton [OS member] has provided scanned OSJs and has been
helping AT. SW has created pdfs of each article – how should the OS manage
access to these? It was not felt practicable to give each pdf a password. IM
suggested grouping by subject – but it was thought that would be too timeconsuming.
PK suggested we could put them in a Members’ Area on our website, that only
members can access with just one password.
Agreed, TP will contact the web designer Lorna Richardson to set this up.
Web visits were increasing gradually.
Whether the OSJ should be published online was discussed.
Agreed to studying possibilities, TP to report end of June.
Most Role Descriptions for OSB members have been received, just waiting for Chair
and Treasurer. When finalised, RDs to go on website.
EH artillery conservation fund, £100 suggested. Agreed.
Peter Norris’s email was not functioning so IM agreed to phone him. [New email
obtained by IM after the meeting].
Changing the Constitution with a view to making the process of removing a board
member clearer was discussed; agreed to consider this. TP will circulate a proposal.
Agreed that information about the Peter Fuller Prize to go on website.
Data Protection: no further action needed.
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5.

Treasurer’s Report:

Report sent out and received see below
GS mentioned that although IM states we have 170 members, some are Life
Members, so this doesn’t give an income figure to budget for. To follow up with IM.
N/L print and postage costs rising, GS waiting for details from BM.
GS is preparing income and expenditure budgets for the AGM.
All thanked GS.
6.

OS Journal online:

Discussed at 4 above.
7.

Secretary's Report:

NH reported that he has been keeping up with correspondence and general OS
business.
8.

Membership Secretary's Report:

Gained 8 new members during year; 4 lost: 2 deceased, 2 resignations. Total 170.
Liaison required between Membership Sec and Treasurer to ensure that we know
who has paid their annual subscription. IM/GS to resolve.
TP suggested that some ‘housekeeping’ was needed on the various membership
lists. IM
9.

Publicity Officer’s Report:

Followers: 478 Twitter; 307 Facebook.
P and PK to make Facebook more prominent on our website.
It was reported that a colleague of PKs working on Chesil Beach creating was new
database for cannon info [Nick Reed Big Cannon Project ]. Agreed to give him OS
support, in the form of a donation, and supporting his grant application.
Joint Conference with NAS Portsmouth still very much on: 16/17 Nov. 2019.
We are invited to this year’s in Newport Wales, 17/18 Nov. It was agreed that some
OSB members should attend. And that some OSB members as a working group
should have a joint meeting with the NAS organisers soon after, ie late 2018 or early
next year.
GS asked if we could have some kind of business card to hand out at events and
meetings that many of us attend, which would help raise the profile of the OS.
PK showed the excellent laminated card that the NAS use, this was considered
excellent. PK agreed to produce a sample card for us carrying full OS details but
not individual names.
10.

Journal Editor’s Report

AT’s report was submitted to the meeting. He is honoured to be our editor but has
to fit the editing in around his post-graduate work at Oxford. His first Journal should
appear soon.
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AT was very grateful for the help of Steve Walton and Kay Smith.
Members thanked AT for his report and were encouraged to hear progress.
11.

Newsletter Editor’s Report

All going OK. Feedback good but more welcome. GW did not feel it was necessary
to have a strict deadline. Editing sometimes required some conversion from odd
files but GW hasn’t had to buy any software.
12.

Visits Secretary's Report

Nothing received from NG.
GW reported favourably on The Weald Foundation tank refurbishment visit – there
was German AT gun too.
13.

‘Preserving the Past/Funding the Future’

Ian McKenzie was thanked for his paper on this subject; members would try to
come up with suggestions direct to Ian and/or to the next OSB meeting. TP to put
an initial notice on the website.
14.

Fixing dates of Board meetings a year or more ahead

Agreed.
Next Meeting will be after the AGM at Fort Cumberland.
Then:
10th Feb. Shoreham
16th Jun. Location TBC but not in the South
2019 AGM – at joint NAS conference
15.

Date and location of 2018 AGM

23rd Sept at Fort Cumberland was favoured. But depends on whether PK will be
available and whether, if not, the AGM can still be held there with EH agreement.
Format: AGM followed by talks and tour [if at Fort Cumberland].
Fall-back Priddy’s Hard, Gosport. NH to contact
Call for papers on our website when finalised and announced.
16.

Role Descriptions, Board Members

Covered under 4 above.
17.

Any other business ONLY if notified in advance

None.
The meeting closed at 15.34 pm with thanks to PK for the venue and for the lunch.
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Treasurer's Report
Balances as of 06 June 2018 after expenditure:
Community Account

£2,793.25

Business Premium Account

£9,353.34

Total

£ 12,146.59

Income Members
Standard membership £25
Membership currently 170 – some are life members
Expenditure
Nov Chairman's expenses

£95.02

October Newsletter

£427.44

Jan Newsletter

£396.64

April Newsletter

£488.04

Anticipated
Newsletters variable but expected to reach £500 say £2000 pa
Journals KS estimates £800 - £900 3 issues outstanding, say £2500 then ongoing £900
pa
Donation to English Heritage Cannon Fund £100 pending Board authorisation
Summary
We currently have a healthy cash balance even after publication of the
outstanding journals.
The cost of Newsletters trends upwards but I have not established the total number
printed.
The current membership will be updated at the Board meeting.
I would expect a more accurate costing for both income and publications by the
AGM.
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Visit to The Weald
Foundation – Photos
courtesy of Graham
Whittington
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From Terry Gander
More on the Blacker Bombard
I thought that the attached Blacker Bombard item might be of interest to some
members. It shows that there were not just two types of projectile available for
what was supposed to be a low cost weapon but no fewer than six.
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